
German protesters demand “right” to have sex with animals, including dogs,
horses, boars and anything else they can catch

Description

A new movement in Germany aims to decriminalize the act of a human having sex with an animal, also
known as zoophilia.

The goal is to turn LGBTQ into LGBTQZ, apparently, as marchers showed up with pets in tow to
demand that Germany alter its animal protection law to allow the abominable act.

Right now, it is illegal to do anything sexual with an animal in Germany, and members of the Zoophilia
Pride March are demanding action by the government to support their perversions.

A group of Zoophilia Pride March attendees was seen holding up a large banner in multiple languages,
including German, English and Hebrew. It contained the usual Pride rhetoric about “equality for all.”

“After all the LGBT+ infinity groups were done marching and bringing the property value down in
Germany, the people who like to have sex with animals came out to show that they’re proud too,”
tweeted someone in clear opposition to the agenda.

One Zoophilia Pride March attendee spoke to RUPTLY about why he believes that human-animal
sexual relationships are another valid expression of Pride on the gender spectrum. (Related:
Remember when Chick-fil-A was caught donating money to an LGBTQ Pride organization that hosts
Drag Queen Story Hour events for children?)

“It is much easier to build a relationship with animals than humans,” the obese male in a trench coat
stated while holding his dog on a leash.

This same male said he brought his dog to the march to “share the love,” explaining that the first dog
he ever had a sexual relationship with was actually a male rather than the female he now has.

Divine judgment is coming, and it’ll be unlike anything that has
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ever happened before

It turns out that Germany is not the only place that has been infested with parasitical filth pushing
LGBTQZ perversions on the masses. The aforementioned male who spoke to RUPTLY is actually 
American and comes from Pennsylvania.

He is deeply unsettled about the fact that zoophiles like himself are currently not recognized by the
LGBTQ community, insisting that zoophiles “are quintessentially queer.”

“But if you think Pride is a social event that you can be uninvited from, you misunderstand it on a
fundamental level,” he added. “Pride is a protest. Pride is about defiance against a society that doesn’t
want you to exist.”

“Some people may have forgotten that, but I haven’t. So, people can say things on Twitter like,
‘Zoophiles aren’t welcome at Pride,’ but they can’t stop us from participating. Pride isn’t something
other people can take away from you unless you let them.”

He got one thing right: society does not want people like him to exist. Many people made that clear all
over Twitter, in fact, as such acts with animals are unthinkable and have no place anywhere.

Give it some time, though, and the LGBTQ crowd will welcome zoophiles with open arms. They are
already welcoming pedophiles with open arms, as well as groomers who target children with open
arms.

“As in the days of Noah … the sexually depraved normalizing their behavior,” wrote a commenter in
response to the news. “Things are headed south at a rapid pace.”

“It’s all connected: from the grooming of our children, to the depravity of some sick porn on the internet,
to eating bugs,” wrote another. “It’s a war on humanity.”

“The punishment on earth from God as written in Ezekiel 22 is coming and many will suffer,” added yet
another. “History does repeat itself, and what happened to Sodom and Gomorrah thousands of years
ago will be child’s play compared to what is coming.”
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